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**Human Rights & the Environment**

**Conflicts and Norms in a Globalizing World**
edited by Lyuba Zarsky, The Nautilus Institute

- Original, wide-ranging review of the ways environmental damage affects human rights
- Presents international case studies of the many forms of conflict that can occur
- Establishes new norms and standards to integrate environmental performance with protection of rights

The impact of environmental damage on human rights – whether civil and political rights or welfare and labour rights – is becoming ever more widely appreciated. It has direct and important bearing on the behaviour of companies, especially transnationals, governments and other organizations. Out of the conflicts are emerging new norms of conduct.

The contributors draw on the tools and insights of a range of disciplines, including law, anthropology, economics, geography and social science, to analyse the issues and show how new standards that protect rights and liberties can be established.

This original and ground-breaking volume will be essential reading for all those involved with the social, political and economic impacts of environmental issues.

**CONTENTS:** Introduction: Globalization of Economies • International Law and the Rights of Indigenous Peoples • Conflicts over Mineral and Oil Development • Conflicts over Development Strategies • Conflicts over Access to Land
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Reviving Democracy

Citizens at the Heart of Governance
Barry Knight, Hope Chigudu and Rajesh Tandon
Foreword by Graça Machel

‘Reviving Democracy is an important contribution to a crucially important debate. If democracy is to uphold its moral claim in the new millennium and development is to be truly people-centred, then the needs and demands of citizens must be at the heart of the political process, too. Ministers and their advisers, academic and social commentators – anyone who has the interests of democracy at heart – should read this book’

The Honourable Dame Silvia Cartwright PCNZM, DBE, Governor-General of New Zealand

Global Citizen Action
edited by Michael Edwards and John Gaventa

‘This well-conceived and extremely useful book breaks new ground in treating the complexities of South/North citizen action’

Cecelia Lynch, Professor of Political Science at the University of California, Irvine

Civil society, or citizens’ groups, have taken centre stage in international policy debates and global problem solving. This new volume presents cutting edge contemporary thinking about non-state participation in the international system.

The NGO market is very important to Earthscan and we are pleased to offer a 15% discount to NGOs who open an account with us. Please contact us about this facility (note that a successful credit check will need to be fulfilled).